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WHAT A MARKET!
I WAS SHOCKED
(AND A LITTLE INSULTED!)

My son and I own and operate a few small residential apartment buildings. We focus on one specific geographic area
because it is close to where my son lives, and my grandchildren are helping to maintain the lawns and shovel the snow. One
day they will be more involved in the day-to-day property management – “keep it in the family,” as my father used to say.
Last week we were introduced to a property for sale in our target market and we decided to make an offer on this four-unit
residential complex. I am not going to talk about how I think everything is over-valued right now, but what I do wish to speak
on is the way the seller’s agent informed us how to proceed if we were serious about acquiring said property:
1. We were told that we have until 11:30 a.m. to make our offer. In the business brokerage field, a world in which I am wellversed, offer deadlines are set at 5:00 p.m. But they decided it was to be 11:30 a.m. – on a Tuesday. That took me back,
but it was fine.
2. We were also told that our deposit should be in certified funds and must accompany the
offer, and not be due in the more traditional 48 hours after acceptance by both parties.
That was not a problem either, but it is not customary in residential real estate. Making an
offer on short notice is stressful enough – arranging certified funds in this new world of
high security to prevent bank fraud is an onerous task!
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3. Another stipulation was that an offer containing any conditions would be immediately
rejected – including a condition for an inspection by a professional property inspector. No
condition on financing would be tolerated, and no condition whatsoever on environmental
analysis or studies, which just about every lender in Canada is demanding right now.

4. F inally, the narrative was such that the asking price was purely a starting point, and that
the vendor predicted that no offers would actually come in at the asking price. Serious
buyers needed to govern themselves accordingly when deciding what price to offer for
the property. Now, that has happened in the industry that I am involved in, whereby asking
prices are quite often ignored by the market and multiple offers are received above asking
price. As a commission broker, I am thrilled. My clients are typically impressed. But we
have never, ever had the audacity to tell a buyer that the asking price is only a starting
point, and that it is more or less meaningless as an indicator as to where the offer should
commence. Frankly, I would respect this strategy more if they had put an inflated asking
price on the property.

Talk about Blind Bidding! Never in my career have I drafted or presented an offer from a qualified buyer that
contained absolutely no conditions whatsoever. Purchasers demand some cautionary protection. Even a simple
cooling off period of 48 or 72 hours is normal and customary, and it is even found in used car purchase agreements.
This residential real estate market of ours is, quite frankly, absurd, and completely out of control. People have and
will make irrational decisions under immense pressure, and this is not a healthy sign of a real estate market that will
serve the investments of today’s purchasers.
It never ends well when sellers can dictate an imbalanced market and when greed takes over. This market will not
end well for some.

And for those who think this is a clever strategy – I predict that this vendors’ absurd demands
deterred many buyers who would otherwise have entered the silent, sealed bid competition.
Less offers = lower prices.
Every time, in every market! Do NOT underestimate this phenomenon folks!
I am not talking about real estate investment trusts with billions of dollars or some of the foreign capital that has
migrated here looking for safety. Some of these conglomerates have ulterior motives and long-term visions. What I
am talking about is the small to medium, family owned and operated real estate investors that use all their capital
and sweat equity to buy investment properties. How do we compete with the deep pockets of the empires and their
insatiable appetites? Maybe we can’t, and we should step away from an over-heated market until the inevitable
correction? One hopes.
Generational wealth takes years. Many years. Many of today’s multi-generational empires were built using real estate
as a pillar of the portfolio. What do we say to today’s young families trying to get started while they attempt to invest
and create revenue streams that will serve them, their children and generations thereafter?
This is a very, very strong indicator of an irrational market. With inflation looming large
and its impact on global central bank strategy, specifically interest rates, perhaps sitting
on the sidelines is the best advice that I can offer at this time.
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Regardless of that, we made an offer; we went in at 6% over the asking price. We got
the property! Paid too much… but oh well, that’s life in a seller’s market.
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